


OUR VALUES
WE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE PRODUCTS TO IMPROVE YOUR LIFE QUALITY.

SUSTAINABILITY ANIMAL WELL-BEING

INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURING

PROFESSIONALISM

3 generations in the livestock sector, having from first-hand 
the fundamental notions that are needed for the best 

management of animals always in a suitable environment 
for them.

Each of our products encompasses experience and 
knowledge from our own talented human team that with the 
help of the highest technology in manufacturing, has allowed 
us to grow, learn and develop the manufacturing processes of 
the highest quality. Thanks to this, today we can ensure that our 
products are capable of exceeding the highest standards of quality 
in the world.

Our automated production plant has systems of computerized cutting, 
bending, electro welded, punching machine with automatic recharge, 
automatic and manual welding robots, plus specialized collaborators who 
manufacture product components for us that we design. This machinery allows 
us to manufacture a range of products 24/7 with ISO 9001 standards ensuring 
the quality of our products.

Ormi Group is a 100% Spanish company, 
with its own factories throughout the Spanish territory



In our manufacture we use materials like metal 
and HPL which are very resistant and they 
prevent lice and mites from inhabiting.

We use recyclable materials, in order to not 
generate products that pollute the environment.

All products are manufactured to preserve user 
safety, avoiding sharp edges in the areas of 
usage.

We know the importance of good product 
packaging. That’s why we use high grammage 
cardboard for the protection of the products.

We also have some models where we use digital 
printed packaging in full color designs.

To assemble our products, we use aeronautical 
steel rivets or reinforced screws, giving 
professional quality.

We have ISO9001 certification to warrantee the 
quality standard to our customers.

We use Z275 reinforced metal sheets for the 
manufacture of our products. Being more 
resistant to corrosion than similar products.



PHOENIX LAYING NESTS



PHOENIX LAYING NESTS

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

Possibility of placing the nest bucket outside 
or inside the chicken coop. That’s why we give 
incredible customer value with a single product; 
since you can collect the eggs from inside or 
outside of the chicken coop.

1

The nest has a perch of 35 mm diameter, perfect 
for the chicken’s legs. The tube is 1.5 mm thick 
which gives it incredible strength. This perch can 
be lowered down, becoming a barrier to avoid 
the chickens entering to sleep at night.

2

The tray is manufactured in one solid piece. 
Which makes it one of the most resistant one on 
the market.

4

The tray and the base of the tank have 
perforations to allow dust and dirt to fall. The 
bucket base can also be disassembled to make 
cleaning even easier.

5

Flip-out opening, so collecting the eggs is much 
easier and cleaner since the dirt, that may be 
on top of the lid, doesn’t fall into the bucket as 
It happens with the majority of systems in the 
market.

3



Inside the Phoenix line, we include an 
ASTROTURF mat as a gift. Astroturf mat keeps 
the laying nest cleaner and improves the well-
being of the chicken’s legs. It also causes the 
egg to keep cleaner when rolling into the tank.

PHOENIX LAYING NESTS

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

The hooks for the laying nest, perch and tube are 
1,2 – 1,5 mm thick to further ensure the strength 
and durability of the laying nest.

8

The spacers don’t go all the way down, so the 
eggs never get stuck in the walls.10

It also can be put on the floor. The sides are like 
legs that are fixed to the tray.8

It comes in a full color digital packaging that will 
not go unnoticed.11

It has two upper tabs to allow the laying nest to 
be hung on the wall. 

It has ventilation on all sides and spacers to 
prevent condensation on the inside of the laying 
nest, being a problem for chickens and avoid 
oxidation.

6

7



PHOENIX LAYING NESTS

OUR LAYING NESTS
Our laying nests are made entirely of galvanized sheets with 
an exclusive design that allows the laying bucket to be placed 
outside or inside the chicken coop, this gives an amazing 
versatility without spending more on accessories or additional 
parts. The bucket base also has perforations to dust the powder 
from the eggs, and this can also be disassembled to facilitate 
the cleaning of the laying nest.



2 sections
ref : F0200008

3 sections
ref : F0200009

4 sections
ref : F0200010

PHOENIX LAYING NESTS

100,5 x 49 x 50,5 cm

106 x 47 x 53 cm106 x 47 x 53 cm106 x 47 x 53 cm

75,5 x 49 x 50,5 cm

250 x 450 x 20 mm

ref: F0200025

50,5 x 49 x 50,5 cm

7,0 kg 7,85 kg 8,70 kg

With Phoenix line, ORMI includes an 
ASTROTURF mat as a gift.
Perforated AstroTurf floor mats optimize air 
circulation and offer chickens a natural feeling

48 uds / pallet EU

235 cm height

69 uds / pallet EU

235 cm height

100 uds / pallet EU

230 cm de height



BENNU LAYING NESTS



BENNU LAYING NESTS

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

THE BENNU LAYING NEST, HAS THE SAME 
TECHNICAL FEATURES AND MEASURES AS HIS 

BROTHER PHOENIX.

Being an open space, we add 20 cm PVC canvas 
at the entrance to create an intimate atmosphere 
inside the Bennu laying nest, this makes the hens 
more comfortable laying collectively.

2

The interior space of the Bennu laying nest 
is diaphanous, that means that it has no 
separations, allowing more hens to enter to lay 
their eggs collectively.

1

250 x 450 x 20 mm

ref: F0200025
The Astroturf mat is served by department, in 
order to make it easier to clean it.



50 cm
ref : F0200016

75 cm
ref : F0200017

100 cm
ref : F0200018

BENNU LAYING NESTS

100,5 x 49 x 50,5 cm

106 x 47 x 53 cm106 x 47 x 53 cm106 x 47 x 53 cm

75,5 x 49 x 50,5 cm50,5 x 49 x 50,5 cm

Canva holder 100 cm
ref : F0200022

Canva holder 75 cm
ref : F0200021

Canva holder 50cm
ref : F0200020

Bennu Laying nest canva
ref : F0200020

48 uds / palet EU

235 cm de altura

69 uds / palet EU

235 cm de altura

100 uds / palet EU

230 cm de altura

5,5 kg 7 kg 7,5 kg

100 X 1,5 cm75 X 1,5 cm50 X 1,5 cm20 X 23,5 cm



Phoenix nest



Phoenix nest

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

Each department respects the measurements 
necessary so that the hen can properly hatch the 
eggs and sit protected.

1

It has two upper tabs to hang it.

All the phoenix nests and models come with a 
full color digital box and the cardboard has a 
superior weight for shipping.

The tray has perforations in the front, to facilitate 
cleaning for the farmer once you remove the 
straw from the nest. It has ventilation on all sides 
and separators to avoid condensation inside the 
nest that could disturb the chickens or damage 
the nest.

5

6

7

Each department respects the necessary and fair 
measurements so that the chicken can properly 
incubate the eggs and feel protected.

2

The tray is made from a single piece of metal, so 
this nest is one of the most solid and strongest 
on the market.

The nest has a 35mm diameter perch, perfect for 
chickens’ feet. The tube is 1.5mm thick, giving it 
incredible strength.

3

4



Phoenix nest

Our nests
Our passion is working to achieve a product that awakens love 
for chickens. We want, mainly, the little ones to live surrounded 
by nature, promoting a healthier life in their education.



2 sections
ref : F0200013

3 sections
ref : F0200014

4 sections
ref : F0200015

Phoenix nest

100,5 x 46 x 40,5 cm

106 × 34 × 10 cm83 × 34 × 10 cm54 × 34 × 10 cm

75,5 x 46 x 40,5 cm50,5 x 46 x 40,5 cm

4,00 kg 5,60 kg 6,20 kg

48 uds / pallet EU

235 cm height

69 uds / pallet EU

235 cm height

100 uds / pallet EU

230 cm height



RIVERA Linear Hopper



RIVERA Linear Hopper
DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

RIVERA Linear Hopper, comes in two sizes: 
60 and 120 cm.1

The channel area of the feeder doesn’t have any 
corners, so it is very easy to clean before adding 
the food.

The feeder is served disassembled and in a 
cardboard box to optimize the number of units 
per pallet as much as possible.

It is thought and designed to take the organic 
food leftovers from home to your chickens, 
promoting the circular economy within our 
house.

The Rivera feeder has two rods on the sides to 
prevent them from removing the feed from the 
side.

4

6

7

5

It has a 20mm diameter top bar that rotates on 
its own axis so that the birds cannot perch. This 
bar also serves as a handle so that the farmer 
can take the product with all the guarantees that 
it will not break.

2

It has plastic studs so that the metal is not 
in direct contact with the wet ground, thus 
preventing the metal from rusting earlier in that 
area.

3



RIVERA Linear Hopper

OUR FEEDERS
At Ormi we work to create a better world, that is why we are 
committed to circular economies and we manufacture products 
where in each family, these necessary values can be applied.
We have to become aware that we only have one planet and 
we all have to take care of it.



Linear Hopper 60cm

304 quality Stainless steel 
Linear Hopper 60cm

304 quality Stainless steel
 Linear Hopper 120cm

ref : F0200026

ref : F0200006

Linear Hopper 120cm
ref : F0200027

ref : F0200007

RIVERA Linear Hopper

120 X 20 X 8 cm

120 X 20 X 8 cm

60 x 20 x 8 cm

60 x 20 x 8 cm

19 x 118,7 x 18,70 cm

19 x 118,7 x 18,70 cm

19 x 58,7 x 18,70 cm

19 x 58,7 x 18,70 cm

1,85 kg

1,769 kg

3,15 kg

3,074 kg

108 uds / pallet EU

108 uds / pallet EU

135 uds / pallet US

135 uds / pallet US

230cm height

230cm height

216 uds / pallet EU

216 uds / pallet EU

270 uds / pallet US

270 uds / pallet US

230cm height

230cm height



Jerry Mechanical Opening Hopper 



Jerry Mechanical Opening Hopper 

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

The Pedal has the exact measurement so that 
the hens can climb without dirtying it with feces, 
since the rear part is out. This pedal is suitable 
for all kinds of large birds, such as chickens, 
pheasants and ducks.

1

The top cover can be opened from the front or 
from the back to fill with feed.

The hopper includes two holes to hang it on the 
wall.

2

The dock will have three adjustments levels on 
the 18 and 29 L model and 9 adjustments on the 
64 L model.

The lowest adjustment is activated from 
approximately 650g. Considering that a rat can 
weigh between 80 and 250g, there is enough 
room to withstand the weight of several rats at 
the lowest setting.

3

The rivets that we use for their manufacture 
are made of aeronautical steel and are set by 
an automatic machine that rivets at exactly the 
same pressure, guaranteeing the highest quality.

4



Jerry Mechanical Opening Hopper 

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

All models of Jerry mechanical opening hoppers 
have a mechanical feed fall adjustment system, 
which makes it very versatile when introducing 
any type of grain or feed, perfectly controlling 
the height of the feed in the feeder.

5

It has two feeders, one on each side, so that a 
greater number of birds can enter.

It has two springs to regulate the weight of the 
mechanism, so there are 9 levels of possible 
adjustments.

6

8

The 64L hopper is specially designed for the 
outdoors, so it has two visors, one on each side, 
to prevent water from disturbing the chickens 
when it comes to eating. These visors are easily 
removable and do not need screws.

7



Jerry Mechanical Opening Hopper 

Our hopper
It is designed to give a maximum guarantee that rodents and 
other birds will not be able to obtaining food, avoiding pests 
and diseases for the chickens.

We always think about the well-being of our chickens, that is 
why we design products that take care of your animals. The 
Jerry Hopper is a necessary feeder for anyone who has chickens 
and does not want to risk receiving unwanted guests.



Mechanical Opening Hopper 

Mechanical hopper 18L
ref : F0200028

Mechanical hopper 29L
ref : F0200029

Mechanical hopper 64L
ref : F0200030

39 x 82,5 x 50 cm38 x 40,5 x 50 cm38 x 40,5 x 40,5 cm

4,7 kg 5,25 kg 12 kg

16 uds / pallet EU

220 cm height

32 uds / pallet EU

220 cm height

40 uds / pallet EU

220 cm height



High capacity outdoor hopper



High capacity outdoor hopper

DESIGNED BY FARMERS, MANUFACTURED BY ENGINEERS

We have two versions, one 250L and the other 
500L. Both hoppers have a hinged lid and 
entrances on both sides, including the visor, to 
prevent water from entering the hopper.

1

It has gates to close the access of the birds to 
the hopper.

It has a window on the side that indicates the 
level of the hopper at 30% of its capacity.4

5

As an option we give the farmer the possibility 
to add sliding hinges, thus facilitating mobility 
for the tractor’s spikes.

2

The lid is hinged and gives the possibility of 
opening on both sides, depending on the 
customer preference.

3



High capacity outdoor hopper

Our proposal
Is to launch an outdoor hopper so that farmers can take their 
chickens out to graze, and they can enjoy the food that they 
find in the fields, plus the contribution of the extra nutrients 
that the feed provides.



Hopper 250L w/ slinding hinges
ref : F0200003

ref : F0200001

ref : F0200005

Hopper 500L w/ slinding hinges
ref : F0200004

ref : F0200002

Hopper 250L Hopper 500L

Sliding hinges

High capacity outdoor hopper

200 x 92 x 107 cm

200 × 92 × 99,2 cm

16 x 59,6 x 50 cm (x2)

100 x 92 x 83 cm

100 × 92 × 75 cm

66,5 kg

62,5 kg

120,7 kg

116,7 kg

2 Kg (x2)

6 / pallet US

6 uds / pallet US

500 uds / pallet US

8 / pallet US

8 uds / pallet US


